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INTRODUCTION
This report is the third in a series concerned with mechanical failure of
trinitrotoluene (TNT) and a composite of TNT and cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX)
(refs 1 and 2). This composite also contains 1% wax and is commonly known as Composition B (Comp B). TNT is the matrix material and both TNT and RDX are molecular
organic polycrystalline solids. The first publication deals with the fracture properties (ref
1) and the second deals with the yield properties (ref 2) of the matrix and the composite
as a function of temperature and strain rate. Significant differences in the strengths of
the two materials were found. The fracture and yield strengths and Young's modulus
are greater for the composite. In this publication two modifications of the composite are
considered and the fracture and yield strengths are compared to those of the unmodified composite (Comp B) and to the matrix material (TNT). One of the modified
composites (Comp B M1) was made without wax and with recrystallized TNT while the
other modified composite (Comp B M2) was made with finer RDX particles (ref 3).
Some changes in processing conditions were also made in attempts to obtain good
quality casts.
The fracture properties of the two modified composites, the unmodified composite,
and the matrix have been studied in uniaxial compression (ref 3). More limited studies
were also made of the yield strengths of all four materials using triaxial confined compression as discussed previously (ref 2). The latter simulates the loading conditions
which these materials experience during artillery launch and is also very similar to the
loading conditions used in activators to study set-back sensitivity (refs 4 through 6).
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were also obtained (ref 3). The terms Young's
modulus or simply modulus and denoted by E are used rather loosely throughout when
referring to the slope of the initial linear portion of the stress versus strain curve. It is
desirable to distinguish between this slope and a true elastic modulus (constant).
Similar considerations apply to Poisson's ratio. All results were obtained using the high
strain rate as described previously, i.e., approximately 1.4 sec"1 and 4 sec1 for the
uniaxial and triaxial studies, respectively (refs 1 and 2). Failure occurred in a few
milliseconds in all cases, which is the time frame of artillery launch. The temperatures
were 23" and 35CC for the uniaxial and triaxial work, respectively.
Comp B is prepared by adding particulate RDX and wax to molten TNT and
casting from the melt and TNT is prepared by casting from the melt. During the
solidification and cooling processes, defects such as cracks, porosity, and larger voids
and strain are introduced. These defects are important because they are thought to
play critical roles in unwanted ignitions during gun launch and other uses. The ignition
process also very often involves mechanical failure associated with the defect or
defects. The mechanical properties such as the fracture and yield strengths and
Young's modulus can be significantly affected by defects suctas cracking and porosity

(refs 7 through 12). Defects introduced during casting can influence not only the mechanical strength and other properties and so influence the probability of unwanted
ignitions in this way, but can also play a direct role in the mechanism or mechanisms of
unwanted ignitions, e.g., by base gap closure not involving mechanical failure.
The goal of the program of which this work is a part has been to develop an
understanding of mechanical failure in these materials and also as part of this program
to develop thp necessary understanding so as to be able to control the failure
properties, e.g., how to develop materials of high strength. Complete stress versus
strain curves to failure were taken in all cases and emphasis was placed on the compressive fracture strength, the yield strength, and for the work presented here, Young's
modulus. Limited numbers of measurements were made which indicated trends.
However, more extensive data are desirable to confirm the results and the interpretations given in this report. Finally, in no instance in these studies was any evidence of
fast explosive reaction detected.

EXPERIMENTAL
The equipment and the data handling and reduction procedures are described in
references 1 through 3. Samples were in the form of right circular cylinders, and two
modes of compression were used. In one mode, the sample was subjected to uniaxial
compression parallel to the cylinder axis (ref 1). In the other mode, the sample was
confined in a tight fitting thick walled steel cylinder so that the radial strain was negligible during the applied axial compression (uniaxial strain) (ref 2). The results obtained
from the confined cylinder (triaxial) mode of loading were corrected for the effects of
friction between the steel cylinder wall and the explosive cylindrical surface, and
graphite was used to minimize this friction (refs 3 and 13). All results presented were
obtained using a medium strain rate, and typical curves of strain rate versus time are
given in references 1 and 2. All of the uniaxial data presented were taken at 230 C, but
in a few cases were corrected to 350C by the use of a least squares straight line fit to
the quantity in question plotted versus temperature. These corrections allowed direct
comparison with the triaxial data which were taken at 350C.
All samples used in these experiments were obtained from material cast in a split
mold approximately 4 in. in diameter and 10 in. long (ref 3). Four explosives were
studied and the compositions are given in table 1. TNT and Comp B are standard
military explosives, while Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are modifications of Comp B.
Information regarding the RDX particle size distributions for the two varieties of RDX are
given in table 2 along with the TNT melting points. The latter indicate that significant
purification was probably not achieved by recrystallization.
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In addition, there were differences in the casting procedures for the four explosives of table 1 (ref 3). Comp B and TNT as obtained from the manufacturing plants
(Holston and Volunteer, respectively) were cast in the split mold. Some difficulties were
experienced in obtaining "good" casts (i.e., sufficiently defect free casts), and these
materials were cast several times before casts of only borderline acceptability for
mechanical properties measurements were obtained. The split mold and riser were
preheated on a steam table, the unfilled mold was wrapped in insulation, the Comp B
was poured at 820C, and a steam heated probe was inserted into the top to prevent
rapid and localized solidification. TNT was cast with procedures similar to those for
Comp B except that the pouring temperature was 760C.
Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 were cast using procedures similar to those for
Comp B and TNT. In addition, vacuum was applied to the melts of these materials for
about 12 minutes, and the filled mold of Comp B M2 was vibrated for 12 sec. The pour
temperature was 800C for Comp B M1 and 920C for Comp B M2. The higher temperature for the latter was necessary because of the higher viscosity which is due to the finer
RDX. An acceptable quality cast of Comp B M2 was obtained on the first attempt, but
several attempts were required to obtain a borderline quality cast of Comp B M1. The
latter is to be expected because of the absence of the (supposedly) purified TNT. All
casts were radiographed and acceptance or rejection was based on the quality as
determined from the radiographs. The casting conditions are summarized in table 3.
The acceptable casts obtained from the split mold were cut into sections perpendicular to the cast axis. The sections were then further cut and machined into
cylindrical samples with axes either parallel or perpendicular to the cast axis (ref 3).
The samples were approximately 1.5 in. long with ends flat and parallel to ±0.001 in.
The sample diameters were 0.7520 in. or slightly less and were uniform to 0.0005 in.
All samples were radiographed after final machining, and samples with cracks and/or
excessive porosity were discarded.

RESULTS
The results obtained using uniaxial compression are presented first and are
followed by the results obtained by triaxial (radially confined) compression.
Uniaxial Compression
The four materials of table 1 have been studied in uniaxial compression, and
typical stress versus strain curves for three of these materials are given in figure 1. The
curves for Comp B M1 (not shown) are not significantly different from those of Comp B
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M2. The curves for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are dependent on position in the cast
and the curve for Comp B M2 was chosen to indicate an average difference between
this material and Comp B and TNT. The curves of figure 1 indicate that the compressive strength, am' and Young's modulus, E, as determined by the slope of the linear
portion of the stress versus strain curve, increase on going from TNT to Comp B to
Comp B M2 (and Comp B M1). The strains, em, at the maximum compressive stresses
do not show significant differences for the four materials. The results are summarized
in table 4 where average values and standard deviations are given except for the am
and E values for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2. am and E for these two materials are
dependent on the position in the cast from which the sample was taken, and average
values are given along with the range of observed values. The compressive strength of
Comp B is almost a factor of two larger than that of TNT, while the average compressive strengths of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are about 30% greater than that of Comp
B. In addition, the results of table 4 indicate that the average modulus, E, of Comp B is
approximately 40% greater than the value for TNT, while the average moduli for Comp
B M1 and Comp B M2 are about 35% greater than the average modulus for Comp B.
The compressive strengths and moduli for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are
functions of the position in the cast. The compressive strengths of samples of Comp B
M1 and Comp B M2 versus distance from a point near the top of the cast are given in
figures 2 and 3V* The data of these two figures indicate that there is a significant increase in the compressive strength on going from the top to the bottom of the casts, and
that this increase in greater for Comp B M1. In contrast, the compressive strengths of
Comp B and TNT given in figures 4 and 5 as a function of position are independent of
the position in the casts within the accuracy of the data. It must be noted, however, that
only one cast of each of the materials of table 1 were prepared for this study. Therefore, the differences between Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2 can only be
definitely related to these particular casts. More extensive measurements for Comp B
and TNT indicate that the differences presented between these two materials are typical
of the materials and not just the particular casts (ref 1 and 3).
The moduli of the samples of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are given as a function
of position in the cast in figures 6 and 7. In figure 6 the moduli as obtained from both
uniaxial and triaxial compression are given for Comp B M1. Triaxial data as a function
of position was not obtained for Comp B M2. For figure 6, the moduli obtained from
uniaxial measurement were corrected to 35 0C from the temperature of measurement
(23"C) for purposes of comparison. While there is considerable scatter in the data, the
results presented in these two figures indicate that the moduli for these two materials

#Reference 14 is cited with figures 2 through 11 and 14.
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are functions of the distance from the top of the cast. This statement can be made
more conclusively for Comp B M2 than for Comp B M1. There is more uncertainty in
the moduli as obtained from the triaxial measurements than for the uniaxial measurements because of the method of obtaining the moduli from the triaxial data (ref 2 and 3).
In figures 8 and 9 the moduli for Comp B and TNT are given as a function of
position and as is the case for the compressive strengths, the moduli for these two
materials are independent of the position in the cast. The data of these two figures and
of figure 6 also indicate that there is agreement between the moduli as obtained from
the triaxial measurements and the moduli obtained more directly from the uniaxial
measurements.
Poisson's ratio for Comp B M1 as determined from triaxial measurements is given
versus position in figure 6. Data were obtained only for the bottom part of the cast and
the results are not extensive enough to determine if this quantity is a function of position. They are given here for completeness. In figure 10, Poisson's ratio is given
versus position for Comp B and TNT and indicates that this quantity is not a function of
position for these two materials.
Ifthe uniaxial results for Comp B M1, Comp B M2, Comp B and TNT are replotted
as compressive strength versus modulus (fig. 11), the results clearly indicate a correlation between the moduli and the compressive strengths. It appears that the correlation
between the moduli and the compressive strength is better than the correlation between
these two quantities and position. These matters are con.•idered further in the discussion section below.
Throughout the course of the work reported here and in reference 1, the scatter in
the data for the moduli is greater than the scatter in the data for the compressive
strengths. If the scatter are predominantly due to variations in sample perfection, the
opposite trend might be expected since the modulus is a volume average quantity while
the compressive strength is dependent on the properties of cracks and other imperfections and therefore is very sensitive to localized disorder. However, it appears that the
different noise levels in the two transducers used to measure displacement and load is
an important reason for this difference in scatter in the data. The noise level in the
linear voltage differential transformer (LVDT) used to determine displacement is comparable to the signal at the lower values of displacement and so strain, while the noise
level in the load cell is considerably lower than the signal at the lower values of load.
Thus. the slope of the load versus displacement curve and so the slope of the stress
versus strain curve can be affected by the noise in the LVDT, especially near the origin.
This noise will influence the modulus (slope) but not the compressive strength since the
compressive strength is taken at the maximum of the stress versus strain curve and
involves only the load cell and not the LVDT. In addition, deviations from parallelism
and flatness of the end surfaces of the cylindrical samples will tend to effect the stress
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versus strain curves primarily in the initial regions, i.e., near the origin because the
stress concentrations which are so induced In the vicinity of the sample surfaces will
cause high deformations at low applied stresses. Therefore, the slope of the stress
versus strain curve and so the apparent modulus will be affected more than the compressive strength in these cases. It appears that the larger scatter in the modulus
values is due to the noise in the LVDT with a possible contribution from nonideal conditions at the end surfaces of the samples.
Samples were also prepared with axes parallel and perpendicular to the cast axis
for all four materials. However, sufficient numbers of samples were not available to
determine within the scatter of data if the compressive strengths and the moduli were
different for the two orientations. The compressive strengths of Comp B samples taken
at a much lower strain rate were found to be dependent on position as observed here
and also to be larger for samples with axes perpendicular to the cast axis (ref 15).
Samples with axes parallel to the cast axis were also obtained with sample axes coincident with the cast axis and samples with axes part way between the cast axis and the
cast surface (ref 3). However, as above, sufficient numbers of samples were not available to determine within the scatter of the data if the compressive strengths and the
moduli were different for these two types of samples.
Triaxial Compression
For the triaxial, confined cylinder geometry measurements were made of the axial
applied stress, cr., the radial stress on the sample due to the radial confinement imposed by the thick walled steel cylinder, or, and the net axial strain, c.. Typical curves
of the radial stress versus the axial stress for Comp B, Comp B M2, and TNT are given
in figure 12. Data for Comp B M2 for this figure were chosen to emphasize the difference between this composite and Comp B. Curves for Comp B M1 tend to be similar to
those of Comp B M2. An initial straight line part of each curve (not shown in fig. 12) is
for the elastic region, and from the slope of this line, Poisson's ratio was obtained (ref 2
and 3). For further increases in the applied axial stress, yield and plastic flow occur,
and the straight lines at the higher stresses are for this yield or plastic region for each
material. The yield strengths, Y, are obtained from the intercepts of these straight lines
with the (T'axis and are indicated in figure 12 (refs 2 and 3). From these data, yield
strengths of 10,700 psi for Comp B M2, 7,200 psi for Comp B, and 3,200 psi for TNT
are obtained. It is clear that the yield strength of Comp B is significantly greater than
the yield strength of TNT and that the yield strength of Comp B M2 (and also Comp B
M1) is greater than the value for Comp B for the data chosen. Therefore, Y changes in
the same direction as y with composition and processing conditions.
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The axial stress of figure 13, aý, is given versus the axial strain, Fa, for triaxial
loading for the three materials of figure 12. The straight lines indicate the initial slopes,
and Young's modulus is obtained from this slope for each material (ref 3). However, it
is important to note that this slope is determined by both Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. Poisson's ratio was determined first from the data of figure 12. From these
data (figs. 12 and 13), Young's modulus for Comp B M2 is greater than the modulus for
Comp B, and the modulus for Comp B is greater than the value for TNT (table 5). When
the axial stress is increased sufficiently, yield occurs; this is evident in the curves of
figure 13 by decreases in the slopes. It is clear from the curves of these figures that
TNT yields at a very significantly lower axial stress than Comp B.
Average values (table 5) are given for the yield strengths (Y), Young's moduli (E),
and Poisson's ratio (v), for TNT, Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2. Standard
deviations are also given in many cases, but because of the wide spread in the values
of the yield strengths and moduli for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2, ranges are given
rather thar, standard deviations. The average yield strength of Comp B is more than
twice the average yield strength of TNT. In addition, the average yield strengths of
Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are approximately 50% greater than the value for Comp B.
In comparing the values of Young's moduli in table 4 as obtained from the uniaxial
measurements and the values of table 5 as obtained from the triaxial measurements,
the differences in the temperatures of measurement must be considered (230 C versus
35 0 C). When this is done, the data of these two tables indicate excellent agreement for
Comp B, Comp B M1, and TNT and reasonable agreement for Comp B M2. As noted
above, E varies in the same direction as am and also as Y with composition and processing conditions. The differences in Poisson's ratio for the four materials are close to
the standard deviations and therefore may not be significant.
In figures 4 and 5, Y is given as a function of position in the cast from which the
sample was taken for TNT and Comp B, and the results indicate'that Y is independent
of position within the accuracy of the data for Comp B and that Y may decrease slightly
with distance from the top of the cast for TNT. Only very limited triaxial data were taken
as a function of position for Comp B M1, and triaxial data were not obtained as a function of position for Comp B M2 because the available samples were used for other
measurements. The limited triaxial yield strength data for Comp B M1 is not presented
as a function of position but indicates that the yield strength decreases with increasing
distance from the top of the cast. The yield strength of Comp B M1 therefore changes
with position in the opposite direction to the compressive strength (fig. 2). This conclusion must be taken as tentative because of the limited number of triaxial measurements.
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The yield strength versus the modulus for Comp B, Comp B M1, Comp B M2, and
TNT is given in figure 14. The data indicate a correlation between the yield strength
and the modulus which is similar to the correlation between the compressive strength
and the modulus of figure 11. The data points for Comp B M2 considered separately
agree with the general trend of yield strength versus modulus of this figure. However, if
the data points for Comp B M1 are considered separately, there is very little trend but
only a scatter of points about a mean which serves to give the general correlation of Y
versus E. The same is true for the data points for Comp B and TNT. It is important to
remember that the data for Comp B M2 are all for the same position. Therefore, the
correlation is between Y and E and not between these two quantities and position.
DISCUSSION
In order to develop an understanding of the relative strengths of the four materials
for which data were presented, it is necessary to consider the effects of inhomogeneities such as grain boundaries, cracks, porosity, and other microstructure in
TNT plus RDX particles and wax in standard and modified Comp B. Discussions of
TNT and standard Comp B are followed by a discussion of the modified versions of
Comp B. The uniaxial (fracture) and triaxial (yield) results are considered separately.
Uniaxial Results and Fracture
Fracture Strength of TNT
It is well known that the grain size has a very significant effect on strength of
polycrystalline metals, ceramics, and some other classes of materials (ref 16). The
dependence of strength can be related to grain size through the Petch equation
•t =

(1)

+ H/G1 12

where a.t is the stress at failure, a1 is related to the stress required for dislocation
multiplication, G is the grain size, and H is a material constant (ref 17). When a 1 is zero
(i.e., for negligible dislocation multiplication before fracture) this reduces to
=H/G" 2

(2)

which is of the same form as the Griffith criterion for fracture as given by
aT =

(2Ey/c)i"

2

(3)
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when G = c, the crack half length.

(T

is the tensile fracture strength, E is Young's

modulus (a true elastic constant), y is the fracture surface energy, and c is the crack or
flaw half length. The Petch equation for brittle materials such as ceramics has been
interpreted in terms of cracks at grain boundaries so that c = G. However, the measured values of H (eq 2) were found in several cases to be larger than the values predicated by the Griffith approach for polycrystalline ceramics (ref 18). Reasons for this
discrepency are discussed by Coble and Parikh (ref 18). The cracks at grain boundar~es may be generated during cooling by thermoelastic anisotropic effects and/or
elastic anisotropic effects (ref 16). Both TNT and RDX are anisotropic (ref 19 through
21). The cracks may also be generated by microplastic effects (i.e., dislocation pile-up
at grain boundaries or twinning) or by the slow growth of subcritical cracks which is
arrested at grain boundaries.
Observation of grain boundary sizes were not made for the samples used in
this study. However, Lanzerotti et al. have made visual observations of the grain sizes
for TNT samples and also have analyzed TNT fracture surface profiles (ref 22). From
their analysis they have concluded that fracture has occurred primarily at grain boundaries for the conditions of their experiments (i.e., primarily tensile stress at very low
strain rates). It is very plausible that relationships such as equations 1 or 2 apply to
TNT. Since the yield strength is approximately a factor of two greater than the compressive fracture strength, significant dislocation motion resulting in plastic flow is not
expected to occur before fracture (ref 1 and 3); therefore, equation 2 appears to be
preferred over equation 1. It is also known that the crystallization of TNT from the melt
is sensitive to the presence of other materials and surfaces which can act as nucleating
agents (ref 23). The variation of TNT grain size with crystallization condition is probably
responsible for variations in reported values of TNT strength. For example, the very low
value of compressive strength (330 psi) given by Oliver for a strain rate of 10.3 for "pure"
TNT as reported by Smith and Thorpe may be due to these effects (ref 24).
An estimate of the flaw size for the TNT samples used in this study can be
made by using equation 3 with the compressive fracture strength, the relationship
between compressive and tensile fracture strength, and the modulus reported previously (assuming that the modulus as determined from the slope of the stress versus
strain curve is a true elastic modulus). The fracture surface energy is given in the
literature for similar organic crystalline compounds. At the low strain rate, the compressive strength is 960 psi, the modulus is 0.25 x 106 psi, the ratio of compressive to tensile
fracture strength is approximately eight (ref 1), and the fracture surface energy is close
to 0.1 Joules/m2 (ref 25). Use of these numbers in equation 3 yields a flaw size of about
0.4 mm which is in the range of grain sizes reported for TNT by Lanzerotti et al. (ref 22).
It is reasonable to conclude as did Lanzerotti et al. that the grain size determines the
flaw size and that fracture occurs at grain boundaries in TNKT. The latter assumes that
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,the grain size in the samples used in this work is of the same order of magoitude as
those used by Lanzerotti et al. As pointed out by Rice, the fracture surface energies of
polycrystalline materials are often greater than the fracture surface energies of single
crystals (ref 26). Since the fracture surface energy used in the above estimate of the
flaw size is a single crystal value, the fracture surface energy appropriate to polycrystalline TNT may be larger. This would result in a larger flaw size. Evidence has been
presented for slow crack growth before rapid crack propagation to fracture as described
by the Griffith condition, equation 3 (ref 1). Therefore, slow crack growth may proceed
until this growth is arrested at grain boundaries. The crack size associated with subsequent rapid crack growth will then be equal to the grain size as indicated above. The
crack size before slow crack growth will then be considerably smaller than the estimate
of 0.4 mm.
Fracture Strength of Comp B
It is important to note at the onset of this discussion that the fracture of
Comp B must of necessity involve the propagation of cracks through the TNT matrix but
not necessarily through the RDX particles. Because the RDX particles are embedded
in the TNT matrix, cracks may propagate through them, around them, or both. Therefore, in applying a Griffith type criterion for the conditions for rapid crack propagation,
consideration must be given to the actual crack path and the effective values of the
modulus and surface energy appropriate to that path. Therefore, the strength of the
composite Comp B is determined in part by the crack path which influences the effective
y and the effective modulus.
The crack size in Comp B could be determined by the TNT grain size for
TNT and/or by the RDX particle size or by other considerations. Cracks can be generated at the TNT/RDX interfaces because of differences in the thermal expansion coefficients and elastic constants. The thermal expansion coefficients of Comp B with and
without wax (Comp B-3) are greater than the average values for TNT (ref 27), indicating
that the average thermal expansion coefficient of RDX is greater than the average value
of TNT. In addition, Young's modulus for Comp B is greater than the value for TNT,
indicating that the average modulus of TNT, indicating that the average modulus of
RDX is greater than the average modulus of TNT. Both of these effects will cause
discontinuities, stress and strain concentrations, and tend to cause cracking at the
RDX/TNT interfaces in Comp B. For these reasons the crack length may be determined
by the RDX particle size.
The flaw size for rapid growth to fracture in Comp B has been estimated by
the same method as used above for TNT and found to be about 0.2 mm. The fracture
surface energy was taken as 0.1 Joules/m (ref 25). This fracture surface energy and
the estimated flaw size may be large if a significant amount of the fracture is between
RDX particles and TNT as suggested by Lanzerotti et al. (ref 22). This flaw size is close
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to the geometric mean particle size for class 1 RDX (table 2) (ref 22). If slow crack
growth before fracture occurs primarily within the RDX particles, it may be arrested at
the RDX/TNT interface. In this case the flaw (crack) size for rapid growth to fracture
would be close to the RDX particle size. However, if slow crack growth occurs primarily
in the TNT and is arrested at the RDX/TNT interface, the flaw size would be close to the
geometric mean distance between RDX particles which in Comp B is significantly less
than the RDX geometric mean particle size. The question of the relationship of the flaw
size and so the strength to the RDX particle size is considered further below.
Costain and Motto report values of the compressive strength for Comp B-3
which are approximately the same as their values for Comp B at 230, 520, and 71 0C for
a low strain rate (ref 27). At lower temperatures (-400 and -620 C) the compressive
strengths for Comp B-3 are considerably greater than the values for Comp B. In addition, the tensile strengths given by Costain and Motto for Comp B are mostly equal to or
greater than the values for Comp B-3. Comp B-3 is made with class 6 RDX which has
particle sizes considerably smaller than the values for class 1 RDX which is used in
Comp B (ref 28). If the crack size is determined by the RDX particle size because of
cracking between the RDX and TNT, then the fracture strength of Comp B-3 should be
greater than the fracture strength of Comp B because of this difference in RDX particle
sizes. These results of Costain and Motto (except for the compressive strengths at -400
and -620C) suggest that in their samples the critical crack lengths in Comp B and Comp
B-3 were not determined by the RDX particle sizes.
Comp B contains wax while Comp B-3 does not. Therefore, in a comparison
of the results for these two materials, the effects of wax must also be considered. One
effect of wax in Comp B is to reduce porosity, but for the densities given by Costain and
Motto, the estimated porosity corrections to their compressive strengths for Comp B and
Comp B-3 are negligible for this discussion. The effects of wax on the TNT grain size is
unknown to the authors. In addition, the dependency of the crack path on the presence
and distribution of wax must be considered in comparing strengths of these two forms of
Comp B. The results of Costain and Motto suggest but do not establish that the critical
length is not related to RDX particle size because of the unknown role of wax. It is
assumed for this discussion that the processing conditions for the Comp B and Comp
B-3 used by Costain and Motto were identical.
Similar considerations apply to the three forms of Comp B discussed here.
Comp B M2 contains class 7 RDX while Comp B and Comp B M1 contain class 1 RDX
(table 1). The RDX particle size of class 7 is significantly less than the particle size of
class 1 (table 2). If there were no other significant differences between these three
composites, the compressive strength of Comp B M2 should be greater than the
strength of the other two as predicted by equation 3 if the flaw half lengths, c, were
determined by RDX particle size considerations. The results'indicate that this is not the
case (table 4). However, Comp B and Comp B M2 contain wax while Comp B MI does
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not. All of the above comments regarding the effects of wax must be considered here
also. In particular, Comp B M2 contains a smaller RDX particle size distribution than
Comp B but does contain wax, If there were no other differences between these two
composites, the effect of changing only the RDX particle size could be determined.
However, there are differences in processing conditions for these two composites (and
Comp B M1, see table 3) which are discussed below in another subsection.
The crack length in Comp B could also be determined by the TNT grain size.
The TNT grain size for TNT in Comp B has been found to be considerably smaller than
the grain size of TNT alone (ref 29). There should be a significant increase in the Comp
B strength over TNT due to this effect alone if the flaw length is determined by the TNT
grain size in the TNT of Comp B (eq 2). The strength of Comp B will also be determined by the second phase particle effect previously discussed and the modulus. Both
of these factors will contribute to a higher strength for Comp B relative to TNT.
It is also necessary for Comp B to consider the conditions under which crack
propagation occurs (i.e., the crack path as noted above). Calculations and experiments
indicate that when a propagating crack approaches a discontinuity in elastic modulus
such as the difference between RDX and TNT, the crack will be attracted to the regions
of highest tensile stress concentration (ref 30). For a spherical particle in an isotropic
medium in tension and for Eparticlo greater than Emedium' the tensile stress will be greater
at the poles through which the tensile axis passes and the stress will be compressive at
the equator (ref 30). Therefore, a crack propagating in a plane perpendicular to the
tensile axis in the medium will be deflected toward the poles and around the particle.
However, if the stress field of the crack breaks the interfacial bond between the particle
and the medium, the particle will appear as a pseudo-void with Evotd less than Emedium
and the crack will be attracted to the equator rather than being deflected around the
particle (ref 30). In this case the crack may propagate through the particle or be arrested at the particle medium interface. In either case, additional energy is expended
relative to the case without the particle so there will be an increase in strength, but the
greater increase will result from breaking the interfacial bond. Additional energy may
also be expanded by plastic deformation of the particle, leading to an even greater
increase in strength (ref 30). The increase in strength with increase in energy dissipation by the crack can be understood in terms of the Griffith criterion for fracture (eq 3) by
an increase in the effective y. This will also increase H in equations 1 and 2. The
actual path of the crack in the vicinity of a particle depends on the particle shape (ref
30), the interfacial bond strength (ref 30), the particle surface texture (refs 31 and 32)
(this influences interfacial bond strength), and the strain rate (refs 32 and 33). The
actual crack path determines the energy dissipated and the strength. The effect of
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introducing particles of a second phase with Eparl cle>Emedium increased the strength, e.g.,
Ni and Al in glass (ref 20) and rock in mortar to produce concrete (ref 33). The magnitude of the increase in strength is dependent on several parameters. it is important to
note that the increased strength due to second phase particles is relative to the medium
without particles.
Actual crack patterns have been observed in Comp B recovered after shell
firing and Comp B fractured in the laboratory (ref 24). The strain rate for the former is
not given but was most probably of the order of 1.0 sec21 and for the latter the strain rate
was 4.0 x 10 ' sec 1. In both cases many crack paths were found to pass through RDX
particles; therefore, the condition for increased strength due to RDX particles was met.
By use of a lower strain rate, Lanzerotti et al. have concluded that the fracture occurs
primarily between RDX and TNT in Comp B (ref 22). If an interfacial bond is broken
during this low rate fracture, the strength should be influenced by this breaking. A
similar dependence of crack path on strain rate was observed for concrete and the
strength is larger at the higher rate (refs 32 and 33). The difference in crack paths and
the larger strengths at the higher rate in concrete is attributed in part to cracks following
shorter paths and so passing through regions of higher resistance (i.e., through aggregate particles at the high rate) because energy is deposited at a much higher rate.
The difference in crack path and resultant difference in strength is probably not the
major reason for the dependence on strain rate found for Comp B, because the two
strain rates used (ref 1) are closer to the values used by Smith and Thorpe (ref 24). In
the Smith and Thorpe work, the crack paths were found to pass through the RDX
particles at both rates. The low strain rate used in the reported work (ref 1) is significantly greater than the rate used in the experiments of Lanzerotti et al. The strain
rate dependence of the compressive strength was associated with slow crack growth
(ref 1). As is the case with TNT, the flaw size before slow crack growth must be smaller
than the flaw size (eq 3) for rapid crack growth to fracture.
In summary, the higher fracture strength of Comp B relative to TNT is probably due to the effects of RDX particles on the crack path. Differences in the TNT grain
sizes may also play a role. In addition, the results to date suggest that the critical crack
length is not related to the RDX particle size, but the separate effects of this particle
size, wax, and processing conditions have not been determined.
Relative Fracture Strengths of the Composites
The reasons for the higher compressive strengths of Comp B M1 and Comp
B M2 relative to Comp B are addressed in this subsection. Many factors can influence
the fracture strength of brittle solids including porosity, microcracking, the modulus, and
the surface energy. Since there appears to be a correlation between the modulus and
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the compressive strength, it is also of interest to consider factors which can Influence
the modulus, These include porosity (ref 10) and microcracking (ref 9). Because these
can have a direct effect on both the strength and the modulus, they are considered in
some detail. This discussion is followed by considerations of other factors which can
influence the strength.
The apparent linear relationship between the compressive strength, am, and
the modulus, E, for the three composites (fig. 11) indicates that both are approximately
the same function of one or more variables so that the ratio am/E is constant as these
variables change. A discussion of porosity as the dominant variable is followed by a
consideration of microcracking. The porosity, P, is taken as the fractional deviation of
the measured density, pm, from the maximum theoretical or ideal density, PTMD' i.e.,
P

= (PTMD - Pm)/PTMD =

1 - PM /PTMD

(4)

The ),Mwere determined by measuring the weight and volume of each sample. Because the samples were precision machined, this method of determining density should
give adequate accuracy and precision. The densities of almost all samples used in
these studies were measured in this way but unfortunately the lengths were in some
cases not determined with the necessary precision. In addition, the densities of the
samples of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 which were used for measurements of the
compressive strength as a function of position were not measured. For these reasons,
the densities and the porosities are not available for some of the samples of interest.
The importance of the densities was not anticipated at the time that the measurements
were made. The density data were taken only to provide some limited characterization
of the samples.
The densities of the Comp B samples used in this work were found to be
higher than the densities of Comp B given by some other workers. The average density
of the samples of Comp B used here is 1.695 ± 0.004 g/cm and the available densities
of the samples of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are somewhat higher. The uncertainty
in this density is the standard deviation of the measured values. This density for Comp
B is typical of the values obtained for whole casts using the casting techniques given in
the experimental section and measuring weight and volume (ref 34). In contrast, Croom
et al. recently determined the density of smaller samples of Comp B taken from a cast
out of the same mold as used here and with similar but not identical processing condi3
tions (ref 35). An immerson technique was used, and the value 1.617 ± 0.042 g/cm
reported. The difference between this latter value and the value given above may be
associated with local density fluctuations and the small size of the samples measured
by Croom et al. The density of Comp B obtained from a larger mold from a production
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plant was also measured recently and found to be in the range 1.59 to 1.65 ± 0.02
g/cm' (ref 36). In this case the density increased from top to bottom of the cast. All
densities in both of these cases are significantly less than the values obtained in this
work. However, the samples of all four materials used in this study are expected to
have higher densities than those generally reported because casts and samples having
significant porosities and/or cracking as detected by x-ray radiography were discarded.
As noted in the experimental section, some materials were cast several times before
casts containing negligible porosity and/or cracking were obtained. In addition, individual samples were radiographed after machining and discarded if cracking was observable. These considerations may account for the higher densities found here as compared to the densities reported by some others.
In addition to small uncertainties in the measured densities, there are uncertainties in the maximum theoretical densities of the samples of the composites Comp B,
Comp B M1, and Comp B M2 because of uncertainties in the compositions. Both
uncertainties contribute to the uncertainties in the porosities. The compositions given in
table 1 were not measured (with exception of the percentages of HMX). The composition of Comp B given in the table is the nominal composition and the extremes of densities allowed by the specifications result in an uncertainty in the porosity of about
±11%. The compositions of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 are those of the melt. It is
reasonable to conclude that there are similar uncertainties in the porosities of these two
forms of Comp B due to this effect. In addition, it is necessary to consider the possibility
of gradients in composition and porosity. Gradients in composition were observed (refs
35 and 36). For the larger casts, the gradients are not large enough to produce
gradients in 1)TMD (ref 36), but for the smaller casts obtained from the same mold and
using casting procedures similar to those used in this study, the gradients are sufficient
to result in significant gradients in PTMD (ref 35). Because the compositions of the casts
and samples were not measured, there is then significant uncertainty in the maximum
theoretical densities. For this reason some emphasis is placed on the expected relationship between the compressive strength and Young's modulus when porosity is the
controlling factor for both. However, results as a function of porosity are also presented.
In estimating the porosities, the following densities were used in the calculations of the
PTMD: RDX--1.816 gm/cm3 , HMX--1.900 gm/cm3, TNT--1.654 gm/cm3 , and wax--0.894
gm/cm3. The wax density was measured by immersion of Petrolite (ES-670), the wax
used in Comp B M2. The same wax density was used for Comp B although the type of
wax in the Comp B from which the samples were made is unknown.
Because porosity can decrease the load bearing surface area and/or lead to
stress concentrations, the local stress can be increased relative to the applied stress as
porosity increases. The applied stress for failure (e.g., fracture) decreases with increasing porosity if the stress for failure does not change. Knudsen calculated the applied
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tensile stress for failure as a function of porosity for one particular pore structure and
hts found that his results can be expressed as
(T

= ao eb6 P

(5)

where •o is the zero porosity failure stress and bG is a constant (ref 8). However, this
type of equation was found to describe the experimental relationship between fracture
strength and porosity for many brittle materials in tension and compression (ref 26).
Because of the increase in the local stress with increased porosity at constant applied stress, there is an increase in strain and so a decrease in the apparent
elastic modulus. More recently Wang has calculated the apparent modulus for the
same pore structure as used by Knudsen as a function of porosity and has found that
his calculations can be expressed by

E = Ee'b-p

cP2

(6)

where E. is the zero porosity modulus and bE and c are constants (ref 10). Many
materials can be described by this relationship. The equations for om and E differ
because the averaging processes for the stress and the modulus are different.
While these two equations are strictly only valid for the pore structure used
by Knudsen and Wang and only for applied tensile stresses, they have more general
applicability (ref 26). It is reasonable to apply them to Comp B in compression although
the pore geometry is unknown. By combining equations 5 and 6
(T =

Eao /eo ee(b

"-*
ECO/Eo(1

-

(7)

-bE) P

(bcy - bE)P)

(8)

for

(b( - bE)P

< 1

(9)

where the quadratic term was omitted from the expression for E. This omission and
equation 9 are valid for sufficiently small values of P. Equations 7 and 8 predict a linear
relationship between a in and E for sufficiently small values of porosity as found here.
The observed relationship as shown in figure 11 is approximately linear in agreement
with this model of porosity, and the hypothesis that the relationship between strength
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and the modulus is determined by porosity. TNT data are included in figure 11 for
completeness and fall along an extrapolation of the line through the Comp B, Comp B
M1, and Comp B M2 results.
As noted above, density data are not available for the samples of Comp B
Ml and Comp B M2 for which the compressive strengths were measured. However,
densities are available for some of the samples of these two materials which were used
for triaxial measurements. These samples were from positions near the bottom of the
cast. The logarithms of the compressive strengths and the moduli from these positions
are plotted versus porosity as determined from the triaxial samples and combined with
data for Comp B in figures 15 and 16. Straight lines were fitted to the points (without
TNT) as predicted by equations 5 and 6 to give values of ba = 46 and bE = 50. These
values are much larger than predicted by the calculations of Knudsen and Wang in
tension and observed for other materials. Values of ba in the range 2.2 to 15 have
been reported (ref 37). However, large values of ba have been observed in compression (ref 38). The large value of bE is also not in agreement with the results of others
(ref 39). These values of ba and bE do, however, support the approximation of equation
9. From these same figures it is found that ao = 9,100 psi and Eo = 1.8 x 106 psi. These
indicate that the zero porosity strengths and moduli can be significantly greater than the
values with porosity. Therefore, porosity may be the reason for some of the discrepancies between the moduli found in this work and the values reported by others
(refs 1 and 2). Significant increases in strength and modulus can be attained by reducing porosity by, for example, modifying processing conditions (see below).
From equation 8 the slope of the am versus E curve at zero porosity is O/Eo
and has the value of 0.50 x 10.2 if the above q. and E. are used. From figure 11 this
slope is 0.59 x 102 . This is very good agreement when consideration is given to the
uncertainties in the slopes of figures 11, 15, and 16. This agreement also lends support
to the porosities used in figures 15 and 16. If the TNT data are included in the determination of a0 and E° and the zero porosity slope of am versus E, the agreement between the two methods of obtaining aO/Eo is also good. The data indicate bO < bE in
agreement with the calculations of Knudsen and Wang. This also indicates that am
should decrease more rapidly with increasing P than E. There is too much scatter in the
data of figure 11 to determine if this is, in fact, the case.
As noted above, the straight line which was fitted to the data points for the
Comp B's on the graph of am versus E also passes through the TNT points plotted on
the same graph (fig. 11). Straight lines were also fitted to the data points of figures 15
and 16 including the data points for TNT. The density of the TNT samples used in this
work is 1.590 ± 0.007 g/cm3 and is typical of values obtained for whole casts using the
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casting techniques given in the experimental section and measuring weight and volume
(ref 34). TNT has the largest porosity and in this case the values of ba, bE, ao, and EO
are all less than the values from the data without TNT (figs. 15 and 16). If this analysis
is meaningful, porosity must be the dominant factor in determining the differences
between TNT and Comp B. For TNT to have the same EC, as the Comp B, the modulus
of RDX must be close to the modulus of TNT since Comp B contains approximately
60% RDX. Measurements of the moduli of TNT and RDX without porosity are necessary to resolve this matter. For the compressive fracture strengths of TNT and Comp B
to be primarily determined by porosity and to have the same values of Uo, it seems
necessary that the fracture processes in Comp B be largely confined to the TNT of
Comp B and further that the factors which determine strength of the TNT such as the
grain size be about the same for TNT alone and for the TNT in Comp B. As discussed
above in another subsection, the latter seems unlikely. In addition, the porosity must be
distributed in the TNT and RDX of Comp B so that the porosity of the Comp B is the
same as the porosity of the TNT in the Comp B. This would be very fortuitous. For all
of these reasons it is, therefore, tentatively concluded that porosity is not the major
factor determining the differences in the compressive fracture strengths and the elastic
moduli of TNT and Comp B.
The results as presented in figures 11, 15, and 16 indicate that the differences in the compressive fracture strengths and the moduli of Comp B, Comp B M1,
and Comp B M2 are primarily due to porosity. These results and the above discussion
further indicate that the gradients of strengths and moduli as a function of position in the
cast for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 as shown in figures 2, 3, 6, and 7 are also primarily due to gradients of porosity. The lack of these gradients for Comp B and TNT indicate uniform casts (figs. 4, 5, 8, and 9). The differences in the porosities of the casts
of Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2 can be attributed to differences in the processing conditions. A vacuum was applied to the melts of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2
for 12 min but not to the melt of Comp B (or TNT). This treatment is expected to
decrease the porosities of the former relative to the latter in agreement with observations because of the removal of trapped gas. In addition, the filled mold of Comp B M2
was vibrated for 12 sec while the filled molds of Comp B and Comp B M1 (and TNT) did
not receive this treatment. The porosities of Comp B M2 were found to be lower than
the porosities of the other two as expected from the difference in treatments. Therefore,
the relative porosities and compressive fracture strengths and moduli of Comp B, Comp
B M1, and Comp B M2 can be attributed to these differences in processing conditions
(table 3). However, it is not clear why these differences in processing resulted in
gradients for Comp B M1 and Comp B M2 but not for Comp B and TNT. Vibration of
the filled mold of Comp B M2 combined with the higher pour temperature could result in
trapped gasses rising toward the top and inducing a gradient of porosity, but the differences in processing conditions between Comp B and Comp B M1 do not account for
their differences in gradients. As noted above, a gradient of density was observed
recently for a larger cast of Comp B (ref 36).
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Before concluding this discussion of porosity, it is useful to consider factors
which may influence c;, the zero porosity compressive strength. As indicated by equations 1 and 2 and the associated discussion, the strength is related to a dimension G
which in polycrystalline materials is often the grain size. In composite materials such as
Comp B this dimensions could be the RDX particle size, but as discussed above, a
consideration of the results of Costain and Motto for Comp B and Comp B-3 and consideration of the results for Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2 presented here
suggest that this is not the case. While Comp B and Comp B M1 were made with class
1 (course) RDX, Comp B M2 was made with class 7 (fine) RDX. If the geometric mean
RDX particle sizes are taken as the values of G in equation 2, the ratio of the compressive strengths corresponding to these two values of G is 1.67 when all other factors are
the same. On this basis the zero porosity compressive strength of Comp B M2 should
be 1.67 times the zero porosity values for Comp B and Comp B M1. The data of figure
11 and the attendant discussion of the applicability of equation 7 indicate that the zero
porosity compressive strengths of all three forms of Comp B considered here are close
in value. Therefore, the aC's cannot be sensitive to the RDX particle sizes and so the
G's of equations 1 and 2 cannot be related directly to the RDX particle sizes for these
materials. The G's may be determined primarily by the TNT grain size.
Comp B and Comp B M2 contain military grade TNT and wax while Comp B
M1 contains recrystallized TNT and does not contain wax. The similarities of the zero
porosity compressive strengths indicate that these differences also do not significantly
affect the length parameter G which may be taken as a measure of the crack length.
The results further indicate that these differences do not affect the crack path and
therefore do not effect surface energy.
As pointed out above, microcracking is thought to change both the strength
and the elastic constants. Kachanov and associates have made calculations of the
effect of microcracking on these two quantities and have found that whereas
microcracking always produces a reduction of the stiffness (elastic property), the
change in the stress intensity factor and therefore the change in the stress at the macrocrack tip depends on the arrangement of the microcracks in the vicinity of the macrocrack tip (refs 7, 9, 40, and 41). Amplification or shielding may occur, i.e., the stress at
the macrocrack tip may be increased or decreased relative to the applied stress because of the presence of microcracks (refs 7, 40, and 41). For a given applied stress,
the local stress may then be increased or decreased, and the stress for failure (e.g.,
fracture) can then be decreased or increased. The physical reason for the different
effects of microcracking on the stiffness and the failure stress is that the stiffness is a
volume average quantity while the failure stress is determined by conditions in the
vicinity of the macrocrack tip (ref 9). However, in any finite sample many macrocracks
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with associated microcracking will exist. Therefore, crack propagation and failure will
tend to occur at those macrocracks where microcracking causes an amplification of the
applied stress. A decrease in the applied stress for failure should be expected. The
failure stress and the stiffness change then in the same direction with microcracking.
In contrast to the results of Kachanov and associates, Hutchinson has
reported calculations which predict a decrease in the elastic modulus but also predict
shielding and therefore an increase in the failure stress with microcracking (ref 42).
Evans and Faber have also developed a model which predicts toughening and therefore an increase in the failure stress due to microcracking (ref 43). These workers cite
experimental evidence to support their models. No attempt will be made here to evaluate these somewhat conflicting results. There is general agreement that microcracking
results in a decrease in the elastic modulus, but there is no agreement on the prediction
of the effects of microcracking on the failure strength. Further experimental results
guided by theoretical work may be necessary to resolve this matter.
Because there is not an established relationship between microcracking and
the fracture strength and the modulus, it is not possible to relate the observed relationship between the fracture strength and the modulul- iu microcracking. The reasons why
microcracking might be different for the casts of Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2
are also not clear. Since the average moduli for Comp B Ml and Comp B M2 are larger
than the modulus for Comp B, it is necessary to conclude that microcracking is greater
in Comp B if, in fact, the differences are due to mi,.,rocracking. Comp B M1 was made
without wax and with recrystallized TNT. Comp B without wax tends to be more brittle
and possibly more prone to microcracking than Comp B with wax. In addition, purification of TNT tends to make it brittle and so possibly more prone to microcracking (ref 36).
If recrystallization of TNT produced purification, this could result in increased
microcracking. Therefore, Comp B Ml might have increased microcracking and possibly a higher compressive strength but a lower modulus than Comp B and Comp B M2.
The expected modulus change is then in the wrong direction to agree with the observations (table 4). Moreover, this approach does not give a rationale as to why Comp B M2
has a higher compressive strength than Comp B. Because solidification takes place
more rapidly at the bottom of the cast, more microcracking might occur in this region
and produce a gradient of microcracking with position in the cast. However, this argument leads to a lower modulus in the bottom of the cast in disagreement with observations. This approach also does not give a rationale for the lack of gradients in Comp B
and TNT. For all of these reasons it is concluded that microcracking is most probably
not responsible for the observed relationships between the compressive strengths, the
moduli, and position in the cast for the four materials under discussion. Microcracking
may, however, be responsible for a large part of the scatter in the data.
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In summary, the relationship between the compressive fracture strength and
the moduli for the three forms of Comp B can be attibuted to differences in porosity.
The relative differences in porosities of the three forms of Comp B are consistent with
the differences in processing conditions used in preparing the casts from which the
samples were taken. The changes in compressive fracture strength and modulus with
position in the cast may also be due to porosity changes. The latter are consistent with
the expected changes in porosity. While microcracking as a cause of the observed
changes in fracture strength and modulus cannot be ruled out, the available results
suggest that it is not the primary cause. The results also suggest that porosity may be a
primary reason for the differences between the fracture strength and the modulus of
TNT and the values for the three forms of Comp B. However, other considerations
suggest that this is most probably not the case. Based on the porosity interpretation,
the compressive fracture strength and the modulus of Comp B may be significantly
increased by reducing the porosity.
Triaxial Results and Yield
The triaxial data and yield strength results are not nearly as extensive as the
uniaxial data and compressive fracture strength results. Thus, the discussion of the
triaxial results is more tentative and briefer than the discussion of the uniaxial results.
While triaxial data are available for Comp B and TNT as a function of position in the
cast, similar data are available for Comp B M1 only for the bottom portion of the cast
and is not available as a function of position for Comp B M2. All triaxial data for Comp
B M2 are for samples taken from the bottom section of the cast. The following is concerned largely with the differences in the yield strengths of Comp B, Comp B M1, and
Comp B M2. The differences between Comp B and TNT have been discussed previously (ref 2). Factors which must be considered include porosity, cracking, and other
inhomogeneities such as RDX particles which can give rise to impediments to dislocation motion. The experimental relationship between the yield strength, Y, and the
modulus, E, (fig. 14) indicates the Y and E are approximately the same function of one
or more variables so that the ratio Y/E is constant as the variables are changed as is the
case with the ratio a /E.
The general approach based on the idea that the local stress is increased relative
to the applied stress when porosity is present because of a decrease of the load bearing area and/or stress concentrations is also applicable to yield strength considerations.
Therefore, the yield strength Y can be given as a first approximation as a function of
porosity by an expression of the same form as equation 5, i.e.,
Y = Yoebyp

(10)

and the relationship between Y and E is

Y = Ey Yo/EoY e'(b

(11)

bty)P
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using equation 6 and 10. The subscript Y for Ey, Eoy, and bEy is used to indicate the
modulus as determined by triaxial measurements. The quadratic term In equation 6 has
been omitted in obtaining equation 11. The exponential term of equation 11 can be
expanded to give
Y = EyYo/Eoy[1 - (by - bEY)P]

(12)

(by - bEY)P « 1

(13)

when

as for equation 8.
The data for Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B M2 as plotted in figure 14 suggest
an approximately linear relationship between Y and E as predicted by equation 12 when
equation 13 is satisfied. The large scatter prohibits a more detailed analysis of the data
of figure 14. The results in this figure suggest, however, that the relative yield strengths
of the three forms of Comp B are determined by porosities. The yield strength results
can be interpreted in the same way as the compressive fracture strength results.
As noted, triaxial data are available for Comp B M1 as a function of position in the
cast only for the bottom portion of the cast and is not available for Comp B M2. Within
this limitation, the available data for Comp B M1 indicate that the yield strength
decreases as the distance from the top of the cast increases although the moduli of the
same samples increase slightly as this distance increases (fig. 6). For these limited
data for Comp B M1 as a function of position, the yield strength does not change in the
same direction as the compressive fracture strength and the modulus with position.
However, for the data of Comp B M2, which Is for samples taken from one position near
the bottom of the cast, the yield strength and the modulus change in the same direction
from sample to sample. Because of these limited results, it is necessary to conclude
that the relationship between yield strength, modulus, and position in the cast is not as
consistent as is the relationship between compressive fracture strength, modulus, and
position in the cast.
As already pointed out, densities and therefore porosities are not available for
most of the samples of Comp B M1 and Comp B M2. However, they are available for
some of the samples from the bottom portions of the casts of these two materials which
were used for the triaxial studies. The logarithms of the yield strengths and the triaxial
moduli are plotted versus the average porosities for Comp B, Comp B M1, and Comp B
M2 in figures 17 and 18. Straight lines were fitted by a least-squares technique to the
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points of these figures (without TNT) as predicted by equation 6 (with c = 0) and equation 10 to give bEY = 29, EOY = 1.1 x 106 psi, by = 46, and YO = 2.0 by 10 psi. bEY and
Eoy are less than bE and E0 obtained from the uniaxial data but the value of by is the
same as the value of b. = 46 also obtained from the uniaxial data. In addition, the ratio
Yo/Eoy obtained from the fits in InY and InEy versus P is 1.9 x 102 . This value is reasonably close to the value of 1.53 x 102 obtained from the data of figure 14. All of this
supports the hypothesis that the relative yield strengths of these three materials are
determined by differences in porosity. The discussion of this paragraph also suggests
that the porosities as calculated from the densities are accurate although all of the
arguments presented in the section dealing with the compressive strength and porosity
still apply. The similarity of b and by supports the contention that the local stress
which is responsible for both crack growth leading to fracture and dislocation motion
leading to yield is increased relative to the applied stress because of porosity. The
porosities obtained from the available densities are approximately 2% or less. The
value of Y0 indicates that much larger yield strengths may be obtained by reducing the
porosity.
An inspection of figure 14 reveals that the straight line fitted to the points for the
Comp B's does not pass through the points for TNT. However, straight lines were fitted
to the points of figure 17 and 18 including the points for TNT. In this case, by, YO, bEY'
and Ey are not significantly changed from the values found without the TNT points,
suggesting that the relative yield strengths of TNT and the Comp B's are determined
primarily by porosity.
However, a different explanation was given previously for the differences in the
yield strengths of TNT and Comp B based on the temperature and strain rate dependencies. The yield strength of Comp B has been interpreted in terms of long range
internal stress fields and barriers to dislocation motion which are'overcome by thermal
activation. In contrast, the yield strength of TNT has been interpreted only in terms of
long range internal stress fields. The yield strengths of the two materials are close at
temperatures slightly below the melting temperature of TNT and are thought to be
primarily determined by the long range internal stress fields in both materials. However,
at 35(C the yield strength of Comp B is increased significantly over the value at elevated temperatures due to the barriers to dislocation motion (and thermal activation)
while the yield strength of TNT is not increased significantly for this same change in
temperature. Therefore, the difference in the yield strengths of the two materials at
350C has been attributed to the presence of barriers to dislocation motion in Comp B
which are not present or active in TNT. It was further suggested that the barriers to
dislocation motion in Comp B may be associated with RDX in solution in the TNT of
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Comp B if yield occurs primarily in the TNT of Comp B. It therefore seems necessary to

conclude at this time that if the primary reason for the difference In the yield strengths of
TNT and Comp B at 351C are as given previously and sketched here, then porosity
cannot also play a major role in this difference. The long range internal stress fields
and the barriers to dislocation motion could be associated with porosity, but effects of
this type on the yield strength would be in addition to the changes in local stresses due
to porosity. To determine if the primary difference in the yield strengths of Comp B and
TNT is due to barriers to dislocation motion, porosity or both requires more extensive
yield strength data as a function of temperature, strain rate, and porosity.
The yield strength may also be influenced by the presence of cracks and the
reduction of the yield strength and the modulus by a particular symmetry of cracks has
been calculated (ref 11). Cracks are taken as all aligned in one direction and all cracks
have the same lengths, widths, and separations. With loading perpendicular to this
direction, there are significant reductions of the modulus and the yield strength which
increase with increases in the crack lengths. The predicted (and observed) relationship
between the yield strength and the modulus with increasing crack length is not linear
but could easily be used to describe the data of figure 14 because of the scatter of the
data points. The calculated yield strength is obtained by elastic strain energy considerations for the material containing cracks. However, the reduction of the load
bearing area is explicitly taken into account in terms of a damage sensor. Therefore,
the model includes the effects of porosity as represented by the cracks. While the
model is highly idealized and most probably does not represent the conditions in the
samples used in this study, it suggests that the observed relationship between Y and E
may be obtained by a consideration of the effect of cracks by the general approach
used by Litewka.
In summary, the limited triaxial data which indicate a relationship between the
yield strength and the modulus for the Comp B's can be interpreted on the basis of
porosity being the primary cause of this relationship and the differences in these quantities from sample to sample and from one form of Comp B to another. The idealized
crack model used by Litewka also predicts a relationship between yield strength and
modulus which is compatible with the available data. While the results suggest that
porosity could be the primary cause of the differences in the yield strengths and moduli
of TNT and the values for the Comp B's, other considerations indicate that this may not
be the case. Additional data are required to further resolve this matter.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three composites of RDX and TNT and the matrix material (TNT) have been
studied in uniaxial and triaxial (radially confined) compression at temperatures of 23*C
and 35"C, respectively. Two of the composites also contained wax. All four materials
were cast but with somewhat different casting (processing) conditions. The average
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compressive fracture strength, the average yield strength, and the average value of
Young's modulus differ for all four materials. For two of the composites, the compressive fracture strength and Young's modulus increased with distance from the top of the
cast. In contrast, these properties are independent of this distance for the other composite (Composition B) and for the matrix material (TNT). Linear relationships were
found between the compressive fracture strength and the modulus and between the
yield strength and the modulus. These relationships can be attributed to exponential
dependencies of the fracture strength, the yield strength, and the modulus on porosity.
Porosity data obtained from limited density measurements tend to confirm this suggestion and the differences in the porosities of the three composites are consistent with the
differences in processing conditions. The results further indicate that significant increases in the compressive fracture strength, the yield strength, and Young's modulus
may be attained by a reduction of the porosity. Microcracking may also play a role in
the differences in the observed properties. The results also indicate that changes in
RDX particle size and omission of wax do not significantly alter the observed mechanical properties of the composite (Composition B). However, the results are somewhat
incomplete so that the interpretation must be regarded as tentative. Additional mechanical measurements are necessary in all areas to give statistical weight to the
results and porosity determinations are essential.
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Table 1. Composition

COMP
RDX

B

CO•P

B x1

COMP

B

K2

59.5%

60.0%

59.4%

Class 1
(course)

Class 1
(course)

Class 7
(fine)

TNT

39.5%
Military
Grade

40.0%
Military
Grade
Recrystallizet

39.6%
Military
Grade

WAX

1.0%

None

Petrolite
(ES-670)

HMX

Unknown

7.4% of RDX

9.3% of RDX

TNT

100%
Military
Grade

1.0%

Table 2. Material characterization
RDX Particle Size Distribution

SIEVE
NUMBER

SIEVE

OPENING
(MM)

GRADE 1
(COURSE)
% PASSING

GRADE 7
(FINE)
PASSING

100%
93.6%
34.4%
12.0%
0

100%
97.0%
66.8%
56.5ý

0.84
0.30
0.149
0.074
0.044

20
50
100
200
325

TNT

TNT

TYPE

TNT MELTING
TEMPERATURE

MILITARY

GRADE

82.5'C

MILITARY
GRADE
RECRYSTALLIZED
82.5'C
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Table 3. Processing conditions

MOLD
AND

VACUUM
TO

RISER

MELT

POUR
TEMP

FILLED
MOLD
VIBRATED

PREHEATED

STEAM
HEATED

FILLED
MOLD

PROBE

WRAPPED

IN

TOP
IN
or
INSULATION

MOLD

COMP

B

COMP

B

COMP

B

YES

NO

82'C

NO

YES

YES

M1

YES

12 MIN

80'C

NO

YES

YES

M2

YES

12 MIN

92'C

12 SEC

YES

IE',

YES

NO

76'C

NO

YES

YES

TNT

Table 4. Uniaxial results T = 23 0C
COMP

B

COMP

B

M1

COMP

B M2

TNT

Om
COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH

3,260

4,020

±150

(2,700 to
5,050)

(PSI)

4,240

1,850

(3,500

±180

4,900)

E

YOUNG'S
MODULUS
(X106 PSI)

0.60
±0.02

0.81
(0.6] to
0.88)

0.79
(0.59 to
0.92)

0.45
tO.07

Table 5. Triaxial results T = 350C
COMP

Y
YIELD
STRENGTH

B

7,420
±1 050

(PSI)

E
YOUNG'S
MODULUS
(X10

6

0.54
.±0.07

PSI)

COMP

B

Mi

COMP

B

M2

11,300
(8,400 to

11,030
(7,500 to

13, 500)

14,000)

0.74
(0.69 to

0.65
(0.47 to

C. 80)

0.85)

0.30

0.31

TNT

3,350
±290

0.37
+0.06

V

POISSON'S
RATIO

0.36

±0.02

40.03
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0-0.04

0.39
±0.02

I

M COMP B
*

COMP B M2I

4000C
M

t

z0C X

0X

STRAIN (%)

Figure 1. Uniaxial compressive stress versus strain for two composites
and the matrix material
NOTE: The modulus has been taken from the straight lines through the initial data
points in each case.
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Figure 2. Compressive strength versus distance from the top
of the cast for Comp B M1
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 3. Compressive strength versus distance from the top of the cast
for Comp B M2
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 4. Compressive strength and yield strength versus distance from the
top of the cast for Comp B
NOTE: The lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points. R is the
correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 5. Compressive strength and yield strength versus distance from
the "'-p )f the cast for TNT
NOTE: The lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points. R is the
correlation co0.;ficient (ref 14).
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Figure 6. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio versus distance from the top
of the cast for Comp B M1
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 7. Young's modulus versus distance from the top of the cast for
Comp B M2
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 8. Young's modulus versus distance from the top of the cast for
Comp B
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 9. Young's modulus versus distance from the top of the cast for TNT
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line to the data points. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 10. Poisson's ratio versus distance from the top of the cast for Comp B
and TNT
NOTE: The straight lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points. R Is
the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 11. Compressive strength versus Young's modulus for all materials
to the data
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line through the origin
points for the three composites only. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 12. Radial stress versus axial stress for the (confined cylinder) triaxial
loading conditions for two of the composites and the matrix material
NOTE: The yield strengths were determined from the axial stress intercepts of straight
lines through the data points for stresses above yield.
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Figure 13. Axial stress versus axial strain ,or the (confined cylinder) triaxial loading
conditions for two of the composites and the matrix material
NOTE: The straight lines indicate the slopes before yield for the Comp Bs and TNT
respectively. Young's modulus is obtained from these slopes.
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Figure 14. Yield strength versus Young's modulus for all four materials
NOTE: The line is a least-square fit of a straight line through tlie origin to the data
points for the three composites only. R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 15. Compressive strength versus porosity
NOTE: The lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points with and without TNT (largest porosity). R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 16. Young's modulus from uniaxial data versus porosity (see test)
NOTE: The lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points with and without TNT (largest porosity). R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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Figure 17. Yield strength versus porosity
NOTE: The lines are least-square fits of straight lines to the data points with and without TNT (largest porosity). R is the correlation coefficient (ref 14).
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